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A ColdCube case

According to Thermo King, the new 

ColdCube technology will take refrigerated 

storage to a new level, allowing for portable 

and adaptable cooling and freezing as well 

as a variety of additional applications. 

“What makes ColdCube so special is their 

versatility. Just slide one into your existing 

van or trailer and plug it in,” says Ken 

Adams, Thermo King Australia’s Regional 

Parts & Product Manager. 

“No intrusive, expensive van insulation or 

permanent refrigeration is required.”

The multi voltage options make ColdCube 

ideal for almost any application. This 

containment unit will harness anything from 

12 Volt, 24 Volt to as high as 240 Volt so 

long as the user powers it up and sets the 

temperature. 

Heavily insulated and up to five inches thick, 

the European designed and manufactured 

units are constructed of tough UV stabilized 

food grade molded polyethylene and come 

in three different sizes with six options 

available depending on the business 

application. 

The ColdCube container is also equipped 

with a digital interface system allowing 

users to view the temperature status 

without having to open the container and 

giving the option of keying in a temperature 

via its set point controls.

Sydney-based haulage company Hunter 

and Northern Logistics (HNL) has 

already embraced the new Thermo King 

technology. Supplying premium beer and 

wine to restaurants and clubs all over 

New South Wales’ state capital means 

that the company needs to deliver the 

precious freight “ready to drink” – and 

the ColdCube is the ideal tool to achieve 

that, according to HNL. “Giving us superior 

chilling ability along with the flexibility 

of being able to transfer the cube into 

different vehicles, we couldn’t be happier 

with it as a solution for our temperature 

sensitive deliveries,”the company says. 

RefRigeRated tRanspoRt expeRt theRmo King will launch its new 
coldcube containeR at the upcoming 2012 inteRnational tRucK 
tRaileR and equipment show in melbouRne
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YOU’RE A WINNER WITH

TRUCK TYRES

BACKED BY A TRIPLE SERVICE GUARANTEE
Free replacement guarantee during the first 50% wear

Generous pro-rata replacement after 50% wear plus casing guarantee through life of second retread

TEN-24 Australia wide FREE 24hr emergency truck tyre service*

*Terms and conditions apply

Only Double Coin truck tyres protect you with a unique Tyre Replacement Guarantee during the first 50% wear 
followed by a generous pro-rata replacement after 50% wear. Double Coin truck tyre casings are guaranteed 
to be tough enough to be retreaded twice... PLUS join TEN-24 and you could save thousands with FREE 
emergency truck tyre service on Double Coin truck tyres anywhere in Australia at anytime. To find your local 
TEN-24 truck tyre dealer/service provider and to join TEN-24 call 1800 00 1024 today (lines open 24/7).
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